Design Thinking: An Alternative for Educational ICT Integration Training?
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ABSTRACT
Challenges to incorporating ICT in the classroom have been debated in various literature over the last few years. It is, therefore, important to seek different strategies to mitigate these challenges. Design thinking (DT) is considered an approach that can help improve teachers’ Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK). This study therefore examined teachers’ experience when developing lessons using ICT using design thinking. This qualitative study was conducted in a primary school in South Africa. Data was collected from two social science (Geography) teachers using face-to-face interviews. Highlights from the study point to the following benefits namely, teachers can learn in collaboration, they can be supported by their peers, and they take part in high-order thinking practices to solve problems related to ICT integration. Therefore, it is recommended that a design thinking approach needs to be applied when teacher training workshops for ICT integration are offered. This study contributes to the existing literature on developing strategies to incorporate ICT in the curriculum of primary schools in South Africa.
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INTRODUCTION
The fast pace in the evolution of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) over recent years has had an impact on the development of teacher education. According to Fullan and Langworthy, the 21st-century learning environment should encourage teachers to confront learners with profound learning experiences.¹ It is therefore important that before teachers can use ICT, they must be competent and master the appropriate skills.² However, some teachers have seen the digital revolution in the classroom as a challenge but also experience other challenges.³ One of the challenges is that teachers were not trained comprehensively enough to mitigate the challenges of ICT to improve their Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK).⁴

Teacher development for the integration of technology requires the provision of ongoing support and more than traditional approaches to training.⁵ Considering that teachers are at different levels of skill and perception, and have different attitudes to the integration of ICT, Stojšić et al. (2019) suggested that teacher training should be rigid to accommodate teachers and should be extensive to impart the skills and knowledge necessary to teach ICT effectively.

across various levels and categories. Training in the development of teachers’ TPACK, should be the focus of teacher development towards integrating teaching and learning using ICTs according to Dlamini and Mbatha and Kadhim. The notion of TPACK is to examine how teachers integrate a combination of technology, pedagogy, and content knowledge in their instruction and is seen as useful for the design of teacher development interventions involving technology utilisation. According to Nuangchalerm, TPACK emerged and developed with the concepts of Shulman’s Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) as bases, that characterise teacher understanding and instruction explicitly employing integrated pedagogy as well as content. Research conducted by Erduran and Ince indicated that since the world is rapidly changing as a result of ICT developments, educators are concerned about how to implement online learning and that TPACK is considered valuable in a modern era of educational instruction.

Koh et al. argue that Design Thinking (DT) can be employed to exploit TPACK to engage with contemporary learning skills, and teachers to improve their flexibility and adaptability in their teaching and learning approaches. This was concurred by Mishra and Koehler who proposed the TPACK framework to foster Design Thinking in educators. Based on Bloom’s taxonomy (revised), DT could involve all cognitive activities, including memory, understanding, application, analysis, evaluation, and creativity. A study by Sarica et al., indicated that technology integration lays more emphasis on design for implementation. This was also indicated by Lor who stated that in the quest for teacher preparation to strengthen teachers’ TPACK, a shift needs to be toward utilising DT as a framework to incorporate ICT in teacher training. This, therefore, prompted the researcher to investigate the application of DT in teacher training, especially in a South African context. In the next section, a discussion of the literature review will include a short overview of ICT in education, which will be followed by a scope on the definition of ICT, then the challenges pertaining to ICT integration and teacher training, a description of Design Thinking and its processes; and a final paragraph on TPACK which framed the research.

LITERATURE REVIEW
ICT in education is viewed as electronic devices that the user may utilise for a wide variety of educational objectives and is used to facilitate and accelerate educational processes. According to Huang et al., the information resources are designed to offer an authentic as well as engaging educational encounter for pupils and are therefore necessary for teachers to take up the experience to promote educational modernisation. Teachers with visionary thinking in terms of ICT integration will generate energy in the classroom and will be able to redesign their pedagogical methods within the classroom. ICT is defined as “the combination of networks, hardware, and software, and the means of communication, collaboration, and engagement that enable the processing, management, and exchange of data, information, and knowledge.” Examples of
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tools/technologies that may be utilised for the integration of ICT include information recording technologies, such as DVDs, flash disks, cell phones, CDs, and tablets; technologies that can be used to communicate through sound or image, such as digital cameras, microphones, cell phones, podcasts, interactive whiteboards, tablets; and technologies to broadcast information, such as laptops, computers, data projectors, television, radio, podcasts, mp3 files, and tablets. According to Tondeur, these ICT tools can contribute to the knowledge society, and teachers are inevitably presented to face the demand to incorporate ICT educational practices. Using ICTs within the classroom will offer teachers a chance to expose learners to self-directed and student-centered learning, provide creative learning environments, promote collaborative learning, assist with developing critical thinking skills, support teaching by streamlining access to content (resources), and support visual learning.

Despite the immense potential of using ICTs, there are many challenges for teachers when they want to integrate ICTs into their classrooms. Most of these were well documented in various literature over the past five years and include teacher perspectives and attitudes towards ICT, lack of knowledge of ICTs, lack of resources, and training in the incorporation of ICT. Mlambo et al. conducted a study about pedagogic or didactic training that indicated a shortage of adequate training chances for especially in-service educators in utilising ICT. The training issues are complex because of the several components, and it cannot be a once-off; additional professional development and support are needed. Especially support from or in the school environment to maximise the training outcomes, peers need to assist one another for example, and this will enable teachers to collaborate, which will be a critical support element. The benefits of working in a collaborative environment are asserted by Li et al. and they added that in such a context, the results will be an enduring efficient ICT incorporation.

Therefore, Henriksen, suggested that DT propose a structure that engages with practical problems, as in this case with the training of in-service teachers. Design Thinking was first used in the private sector (goods and product design), and in the technological era, there was a change of mindset from objects to human-orientated facets, to understand and interact with various stakeholders such as in education. Although DT is viewed through diverse lenses by theorists, Retna describes it as a cognitive frame for solving problems relevant to the “conceptual age” in which innovation, as well as creativity, are key providers for increased technological efficiency in the classroom. According to Scheer et al., in an educational context, DT is defined as dynamic and non-linear, and engages in an iterative approach through five steps, as illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 1: Design Thinking Process

The IDEO approach includes the following five stages; discovery, interpretation, ideation, experimentation, and evolution. According to Mueller-Roterberg, the steps include the following: the discovery stage - which builds a foundation for one’s idea; the interpretations stage – which is needed to transform your ideas with peers; the ideation stage – to generate ideas and brainstorm; the experimentation stage – to bring ideas to life (develop prototypes and sharing ideas); and then the evolution stage – develop the concepts, planning next steps and to document the process. According to Henriksen et al., the idea of ‘learning by design’ emphasises its place on participating in the design process which is significant for constructing comprehension of a particular issue. Design Thinking goes beyond the use for only learners, it also possesses the capability to enhance teachers’ professionalism. As indicated by Chai et al., before teachers engage in design activities with their learners, they must first be knowledgeable of design principles.

The research was directed by the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework of Mishra and Koehler. It is described, by Bostancıoğlu and Handley as the expertise required of educators when they must judge the potential implementation of any given technology in an educational context. TPACK can be employed to analyse the incorporation of ICTs in their pedagogical practices. Educators must blend their subject matter and pedagogical techniques with the use and limitations of technological resources to develop good teaching. These three foundational knowledge areas are also referred to as technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge. According to Moreno et al., the TPACK model characterises an advancement in teacher development regarding their technological, pedagogical, and content skills.

**METHODOLOGY**

A participatory action research (PAR) design was implemented in the study based on the considerations of the principles of the framework and the purpose of the study. With PAR’s qualitative features, the researcher could reveal the individual’s emotions, perspectives, and behaviors. MacDonald further stated that considering that the participant actively makes well-informed choices at every research stage, to bring social transformation, a particular action is a specific objective. With PAR, power-sharing is addressed which deals collaboratively addressing challenges to achieve development.

As stated by Holloway and Wheeler, in a qualitative approach, researchers can extract in-depth and high-quality information from participants, and therefore this approach aligns with the study. Qualitative research explores the sense and meaning of social interaction, as well as its narrative, experiential, and formal aspects. Therefore, the researcher aimed to obtain these characteristics from the participants under investigation.

Wright-St Clair stated that participants must be chosen based on their knowledge and experience, a purpose sample was therefore used which consisted of two Geography teachers at a primary school in the
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Northen Cape (South Africa). Furthermore, the participants were chosen based on availability and proximity, and occupied the roles of co-researchers, since they had firsthand classroom experience.

Since the project used a qualitative approach, multiple data collection methods were utilised. The data was gathered using free-attitude interviews and observing the lesson preparations. A workshop on Design Thinking was held to show teachers the fundamentals of DT and how to develop a lesson using a DT approach. Teachers were interviewed during and after the workshops. The participants also developed lessons using a DT approach to incorporate ICT into their geography lessons.

The analysis of data was done using critical discourse analysis (CDA). Tambunan et al. defined CDA as a framework with a multiple-theoretical perspective. Therefore, it is deemed as a suitable analysis since CDA focuses on exploring and emphasising the relationship between language and power. Gee pointed out that CDA is a tool well-suited for analysing written and spoken language against the wider background of social, and cultural relations, structures, and processes.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

After the workshop, the teachers developed ICT-integrated geography lessons in collaboration. During the interviews, the data revealed two themes: higher-order thinking and collaborative support.

**Higher-order thinking**

The support that teachers give to one another in the planning of the activities allows them to engage in problem-solving activities. Lor indicated that DT activities encompass various of Bloom’s revised taxonomies and provide teachers with opportunities to improve their TPACK. The teachers find the DT training valuable and supportive to strengthen their TPACK skills for developing geography activities. This was indicated by the response of teacher one during and after the training: “This was nice and in-depth. It did help. We could work together. You don’t have to do the planning over again. You are doing more research on the geography topic and the ICTs when using DT.”

This was supported by teacher two: “We have done all the steps, and you can see the development of the lesson. You need to think about what you are doing.”

The teachers find DT beneficial since it enables collaborative lesson construction, and collectively constructs knowledge. It was evident from the phrases that using DT allowed the teachers to elevate their cognitive thinking when planning their lesson activities on a specific topic. According to the DT steps the teachers need to think in a higher order because they design the lessons using each of the five steps which include, discovery, interpretation, ideation, experimentation, and evolution. Since they worked together on the activities, they found it helpful because they could support each other in the thinking process of designing their lesson. Since the team also had to determine the best-suited technologies for the topic or activity, it will increase their TPACK knowledge, and they could also see how the lesson evolved which will give them more confidence to use the approach again.

Furthermore, DT serves as a mindset for resolving problems, and teachers could increase their creativity and innovation to develop a high-quality product in the form of their lessons. Not only will they be able to improve the lessons, but teachers will also improve their adaptation and learning skills. During the lesson preparation, the teachers engage in defining problems, generating ideas, and planning where they follow an iterative cycle that involves creating, testing, and evaluating their lesson plans.
Collaborative support

Another finding in the study was that collaborative support was increased when the teachers worked together on the development of their lessons and activities using a DT approach. Teacher one confirmed by stating: “The assistance was good from my peers. I did not feel alone. It boosts my confidence when working with it.”

Teacher two echoed were of the same accord by asserting: “It helps both of us in working together. What I like best is that we can work together. You know I am a bit slow.”

Using Design Thinking in lesson preparation, the teachers can learn from one another and this will benefit them in acceptance of innovation and improve their practices in developing lessons. The assistance from teacher one, who was more knowledgeable about ICT integration, was well received by teacher two, who was less knowledgeable. The teachers could work collaboratively on the problem to integrate ICT into the lessons. Since DT is a collaborative process assistance from peers can help to improve the confidence of teachers to use ICT when developing lessons.

Interdisciplinary collaboration lends itself to the incorporation of various viewpoints from within the school, which enables teachers to look at the problems differently and innovatively to provide solutions. According to Magistretti et al., by bringing people together, when using DT, wicked problems can be resolved much easier. Teachers can turn their abstract ideas about the lesson into something tangible, as DT makes it possible for design-orientated thinkers to experiment with it, uncover new opportunities, communicate ideas with others, and receive feedback from them.

RECOMMENDATIONS

For future training interventions, a Design Thinking process will be useful for in-service teachers as well as pre-service teachers because the collaborative aspect of DT can assist in mitigating the challenges with ICT integration. It will assist teachers to develop ideas and practical solutions not in isolation, but with the help of peers which will increase not only their knowledge (with regards to ICT integration) but also their self-confidence. Using a DT approach teachers will improve their higher-order thinking skills and produce high-quality lessons using ICT.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the influence of Design Thinking on teacher development to integrate ICT into teaching and learning was examined. Various challenges to the integration of ICT in the classroom have been well-documented and extensively researched. Teachers are struggling to integrate ICT although they have been trained on it. Using a Design Thinking approach to teacher training could be useful to develop their TPACK and make it easier because the problems can be solved in a collaborative process.
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